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In this talk we present new Russian hash function draft standard [1] and it's design
rationale. We call new hash function Streebog. Streebog supposed to be the god of rash
wind in ancient slavic mythology.
Cryptographic hash functions play an increasingly important role in secure
communications. Originally created as a component part of digital signatures, now
hash functions are widely used in various aspects of modern cryptography including
authentication, key derivation and management, deterministic random bit generation.
Basic hash function properties include pre-image, second pre-image and collision
resistance. Nevertheless some applications utilize hash function in a sense as an
instantiation of a random mapping. This impose additional (certicational) properties
hash function should satisfy.
For many years cryptographic community payed little attention to hash functions.
Situation drastically changed after revolutionary A. Joux [2] and X. Wang et al. [3, 4, 5, 6]
research results. These results show structural weaknesses in a common Merkle-Damgard
construction and that the magic power of a dierential cryptanalysis spreads not only
on ciphers but on the hash functions as well. Cryptographic community response was a
great development in hash functions theory and practice. As a part of this development
we stress recent results of F. Mendel et al. [7, 8] with successful attack (fortunately, only
theoretically) on GOST hash function and NIST concern about it's standards which
resulted in SHA-3 competition announcement [9].
Anyway recent development in hash function studies waits for reply from
standardization organizations. In contrast to NIST an asymmetric decision was made
to propose Russian hash function draft standard without a competition.
We assume the following design principles as a basis. Proposing only one hash function
as a draft standard we face the necessity of utilizing time-approved basic constructions
and transformations. Moreover we have to leave large security margin. According to
our design principles Streebog should have deeply conservative construction resisting
common and recently developed attacks.
Actually Streebog is two separate hash functions: one with hash-code length 512
bits and another with hash-code length 256 bits. The only dierence between these hashfunctions is dierent IV's and truncation of the output in 256-bit variant.
As a basic construction we use slightly simplied HAIFA framework [10]. Each
compression function which takes the message block depends on the number of bits
hashed so far. Together with nalization part of the algorithm this prevents from second
pre-image attacks like Kelsey and Schneier [11] and herding attack [12].
Finalization part of Streebog consists of two consecutive invocations of a compression
function. Message blocks for them are: the length for the whole processed message (MDstrengthening) and the sum of all processed message blocks modulo 2512 . Proposed
nalization part makes many attacks harder to apply. These attacks include multicollision attacks, dierential attacks, rebound attack etc. Likewise our nalization part
and counter of the number of bits hashed so far prevents length-extension attack.
Compression function is built from a block cipher with Miyaguchi-Preneel mode,
where block cipher is AES- and Whirlpool-like substitution-permutation network with
block and key length equal to 512. There are 12 full and one (the last one) simplied
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rounds. Full round consists of xoring round key, substitution step  the S-box applies to
each byte of the state, and linear transformation for the whole state. Simplied round is
just xoring round key.
Streebog is designed to be fast on 64-bit CPUs. We have made the speed
measurements on one core of 64-bit 2x Quad-Core Intel Xeon E5335. Performance
evaluation showed that Streebog comparable with GOST hash function for short
messages and starting with 400 byte messages exceeds it with the growing of the message
length. Our plain C code for Streebog showed about 50 cpb for 64 Kb messages.
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